
Long range (> 600 m) Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers 
(ADCPs) have been heavily used in the Gulf of Mexico 
since the early 2000s to monitor currents surrounding oil 
and gas operations. Historically, these ADCPs have been 
mounted almost exclusively on large, stable offshore 
platforms. The Shell Stones MetOcean Observatory Project 
has set a new path for the design of such projects by 
mounting the ADCP on a dynamically moving surface 
buoy. The mooring, which sits in ~2940m in the Gulf of 
Mexico’s Walker Ridge Block 552, is operated by Shell 
E&P as part of the Shell Stones Field. 

Unlike installations on stable platforms, surface buoys 
present additional challenges to ADCP data given their 
dynamic motion’s negative impact on the quality of velocity 
data. The Signature 55 is a dual-frequency ADCP, 
capable of operating at either 55 kHz or 75 kHz and is 
powered by Nortek’s AD2CP platform (US Patent 
7,911,880). 

This dual bandwidth platform allows the instrument to 
deliver both long range current profiles (up to 1000 m) and 
high resolution (5 m cells) profiles, all in a self-contained 
configuration using battery power. 

Since January 2016, the Nortek Signature55 has been 
deployed on the Fugro Wavescan buoy in the Shell Stones 
field. It acts as the primary ADCP to deliver currents to 
satisfy both the NTL requirement and those of Shell.  

The Signature 55 data is transmitted in 20-minute intervals 
to the National Data Buoy Center, where it is publicly 
accessible via their website (NDBC Station 42395). This 
model for data collection, led by Shell Stones MetOcean 
Observatory will act as a guide for other oil and gas 
operators; ultimately resulting in safer operations, and 
a broader network of ocean observatory systems in the 
Gulf of Mexico for decades to come. 
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Speed in m/s from a buoy-mounted Signature55 at the Shell
Stones field. Data is reported to the National Data Buoy Center to 
satisfy NTL requirements.

Signature55 integrated onto Fugro’s Wavescan buoy. Photo courtesy of Fugro.
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Fugro’s Wavescan buoy featuring a Signature55 as well as a Nortek 
Aquadopp Z-cell profiler mounted in the buoy’s hull to capture surface 
currents.

Diagram of Fugro’s mooring at the Shell Stones field. This mooring has 
been operational since January 2016.
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